Production of antigen-specific contrasuppressor cells and factor, and their use in augmentation of cell-mediated immunity.
A single injection of TNP-labeled mouse gamma-globulin (TNP-IgG) can render the contact sensitivity response of mice resistant to suppressor cells (Tsc) and their biologically active cellfree products (TsF). Lyt-1 T cells of mice treated with TNP-IgG can protect the adoptive contact sensitivity response of immune cells from the antigen-specific suppressive effect produced by the addition of antigen-specific TsF or Tsc. When T cells of TNP-IgG-treated mice are put into culture, they produce an antigen-specific contrasuppressor factor (TcsF) that can replace the activity of the cells. When immune cells are preincubated in vitro with TcsF, they become refractory to Tsc and TsF added subsequently. The TcsF, however, has no ability to restore responsiveness to immune cells that had been previously exposed to TsF. The TcsF binds specifically to TNP, expresses an I-J-controlled determinant, and does not express standard determinants found on mouse Ig. The treatment that primes the contrasuppressor system to protect the contact sensitivity response also reportedly renders the antibody-producing system tolerant, (i.e., produces so called "split tolerance"). These results are discussed in light of the possibility that the contrasuppressor system can be responsible for so called isotype-specific immunity by rendering one arm of the immune system resistant to generalized suppressive mechanisms.